
Across
1. feet under the board wheel side up, you jump and land on top of
the skateboard.
3. one of the coolest sounding tricks on a skateboard!
4. fair, allyship, step up-step back, access, aware of barriers other's
face.
8. keeps our feet from slipping off the skateboard & a place to express
our radical-ness!
13. the "S" in S.H.R.E.D.; believing in yourself, pushing yourself, trying
new things, leadership, being brave.
15. the "H" in S.H.R.E.D.; helpful, supportive, community, inclusive,
encouraging your peers; not boasting.
16. the name we use in skateboarding for the screws on top of the
skateboard; when you land here it's a perfect landing...
18. the "R" in S.H.R.E.D.; celebration, creativity, pride, being unique,
bold, taking up space!
19. the back of the skateboard
20. when you stand on a skateboard with your left foot in front.
21. the front of the skateboard

Down
2. when you jump up OVER an object and your board going UNDER the
same object
5. when you are riding only on two wheels; helpful to get off a curb.
6. two of these live inside each wheel on a skateboard
7. one foot on the tail, one foot on the bolts while riding, tapping your
board left and then tapping the board right; rhymes with "nic nac".
9. standing on the skateboard, you jump up, turning your body and
landing back on the board.
10. resilience, not giving up, being your own teacher, breaking a trick
down.
11. when you stand on a skateboard with your right foot in front.
12. when your board is turned on its side.
14. something fun to skate in your neighborhood, great for grinds &
slappies!
17. practicing your skipping helps you better learn this trick
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